Jenax to Reveal How Ultra-Flexible Batteries Unlock Smart Product Innovation at
IDTechEx Berlin
Jenax’s Revolutionary Battery, J.Flex (Revolutionary J.Flex Battery), Enables Freedom of
Design in Wearables, IoT and Medical Devices
Busan, South Korea – March 21, 2019 – Jenax, inventor of flexible, fast-charging lithium-ion
rechargeable batteries, has been invited to be a featured speaker at IDTechEx, taking place
April 10-11, 2019 in Berlin, Germany. The company’s managing director, EJ Shin, will discuss
how the unmatched flexibility, power and safety of the J.Flex battery can unlock the next
generation of high-performance wearables, tech fashion, user-friendly medical devices and
other IoT-connected products. Attendees can also see J.Flex in action, in a wearable
demonstration that powers portable electronics on the go, at Booth L08.
“Wearable designers, IoT innovators and medical device manufacturers have amazing ideas for
smart, life-altering products. But they’re held back by clunky, rigid batteries that limit their
options. To bring their ideas to fruition, they need a rechargeable, supremely flexible battery like
J.Flex—which can be bent and even scrunched like paper while maintaining its power and
integrity,” said Shin. “I’m excited to show IDTechEx attendees how J.Flex can uniquely fuel
next-generation smart products.”
Shin will be presenting “From Battery Constraints to Freedom of Design Innovation in
Wearables” on April 10, 2019 at 2:20pm in the Estrel Convention Center Exhibition Theater.
IDTechEx attendees are also encouraged to visit Jenax’s booth L08 to learn more about
J.Flex’s capabilities and see it in a wearable demo.
About Jenax
Jenax Inc. (KOSDAQ: 065620) pioneered and manufactures J.Flex – an ultra-flexible, fastcharging, high-performance lithium-ion rechargeable battery. Jenax partners with manufacturers
of medical devices, apparel, electronics, and more to design completely customized and safe
battery solutions in diverse sizes and shapes. Its broad applications include IoT, wearables,
medical devices, and sensors. Founded in 1991, Jenax is based in Busan, South Korea. Visit
www.jenaxinc.com for more details.
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